|80|__|

Контрольная работа по английскому языку за Iполугодие 10 класс

Фамилия, имя________________________________________________Дата________________
I.

Complete the sentences with the right word from the brackets.
1. The new information (confirmed/hardened) my point of view on the problem.
2. ..........................................................................................................
3. ...........................................................................................................
4.

II. Underline the write word from the brackets.
1. Learn to spell this difficult word (right/rightly)
2. ............................................................................
3.
........................................................................
4. . ..................................................................................
5.
III. Match the words to form phrases and use them to complete the sentences.

|10|__|

|12|__|

|10|__|

IV. Translate into Russian.
|10|__|
1. To welcome the decision ______________________________________________
2. ............................................................................................................
3. ....................................................................................................
4. ........................................................................................................
5. .........................................................................................................
V. Chose the adverbs to complete the text.
|5|__|

VI. Put the adjectives in the right order.
|10|__|
1. T-shirt, silk, summer ____________________________________________
2. ..............................................................................................
3.
.....................................................................
4. ..........................................................................................
5. .....................................................................................................
VII. Translate into English the adverbs expressing the speaker’s attitude to what he/she is saying. |5|_|
1. .............. ______________________ 2. ........________________________ 3..........
_____________________ 4. .............________________________ 5. .......... _____________
VIII.
Read the text and make it complete with the help of derivatives that are formed from the words
written on the right.
|18|__|

Mr. Gray travelled a lot on business. He sold matches of
various kinds to farmers. It (1)… really a very serious job, but Mr.
Gray always (2)… in farming, and he (3)… quite with his life.
He had a big car, and usually enjoyed driving it long
distances, but he (4)… quite to go by train sometimes too, especially

1.
2.
3.
4.

not/excite
interest
satisfy
satisfy

when the weather was bad. He (5)… a little of driving in rain or
snow, and it (6)… less to sit comfortably in a train and look out of
the window without (7)… about how one was going to get to the
next place.
One of Mr. Gray’s frequent problems was where to stay when
he reached some small place in the country. He didn’t expect great
comfort and (8)… food, but he found it (9)… when he (10)… a cold
room, and there was no hot water or good food after a long and tiring
day.
Late one winter evening, Mr. Gray arrived at a small railway
station. The journey by train that day (11)… at all, and Mr. Gray was
cold, tired and hungry. He (12)… to a simple but (13)… meal by a
(14)… burning fire, and then a hot bath and (15)… bed.
While he (16)… to the taxi rank, he said to a local man who
was also walking there, “As this is my first visit to this part of the
country and I was in too big a hurry (17)… about hotels before I left
home, I would very much like to know how many you have here.”
The local man answered, “We have two.” “And which of the
two would you advise me to go to?” Mr. Gray then asked. The local
man scratched his head for a few moments and then answered,
“Well, it’s like this: whichever one you go to, you’ll be sorry you
(18)… to the other.”
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frighten
be/tired
be/worry
wonder
annoy
give
not/be/interest
look forward
satisfy
bright
comfort
walk
find
not/go

